OMG!

Is Your Medium Reaching
Millennials?
A Complimentary Study on
the Unique Ways
Millennials Engage with Media

Scarborough measures American life, capturing consumer and
media research for the marketing and media industries.
www.scarborough.com
info@scarborough.com
dialog.scarborough.com
/ScarboroughResearch

Local market insights company Scarborough,
provides an analysis of the 20 percent of American
adults who are Millennials, defined as Americans
age 18 to 29. This complimentary study highlights
Millennials’ unique multi-screen approach to media,
features opinions from real Millennials and closely
examines Millennials’ interactions with social media.

@ScarboroughInfo
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Millennials are the first generation to come of age during the digital revolution,
making them society’s prominent early adapters. By monitoring their behavior
and attitudes regarding modern media, we gain a clearer understanding of
media’s continuous evolution.
With insights about how Millennials are 53 percent more likely than all U.S. adults
to feel that social media sites are very important for finding information about
news and current events and by examining that 43 percent of Millennials identify
as a race or ethnicity other than white, Scarborough’s new study of Millennials
provides marketers and advertisers with a valuable tool to better navigate the
digital generation.
When we began our analysis, the first place we turned was to our own Millennial
employees. By listening to them talk about ways they engage with media, we
gained a profound appreciation for the new ways American 18-29 year olds
consume news. Their insights are featured throughout this complimentary study
and we thank them for their perspectives and participation.
For your reference, we have included at the end a glossary of Millennial terms
used throughout the study. Let’s do it up!
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Evolution from Analog to Digital

Media engagement by younger people has evolved significantly over the past ten years. By examining the news
consumption trends of American adults age 21-34* over the last decade, marketers, advertisers and media
agencies can see the clear transition from traditional news media toward more digital media.

2001

Digital Platforms

Traditional

Adults 21 – 34*

2006

2011

Daily Newspaper Avg Issue Readership 40%

35%

24%

Listened to News/Talk/Information/
Personality Radio Past Week

15%

15%

14%

HHLD Subscribes to Cable TV

67%

58%

52%

AM Local TV News

N/A

33%

32%

Evening Local TV News

N/A

42%

36%

PM Local TV News

N/A

26%

25%

National/Network TV News

N/A

24%

19%

8%

11%

20%

Listened to Online Radio Past 30 Days

N/A

13%

27%

Internet News

33%

42%

44%

Internet Sports Scores/Updates

18%

20%

27%

Internet Financial Information/Services

19%

21%

20%

Spend 20+ Hrs on Internet in Avg Week

67% of Adults 21-34
subscribed to cable TV
in 2001, 58% in 2006
and 52% in 2011.
*In order to accurately trend young people over the course of ten years for this chart, Scarborough analyzed
adults age 21-34 instead of Millennials as most Millennials were not adults (and therefore not measured) in 2001.
Scarborough USA+ Study, Release 2, 2001, Release 2, 2006 and Release 2, 2011.
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Millennials are the first generation to internalize the concept of
“glocalism.” Understanding that, due to technology, Millennials
feel hyper-connected both to their local neighborhoods as well
as to the world at large is essential to crafting outreach plans that
resonate with their sensibilities. For Millennials, who they
are and where they live are intrinsically linked.
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Scarborough Millennials: Just Sayin’
I make sure to visit my local news
website almost every day. It’s not
enough for me to know what’s
going on nationally; I want to be
knowledgeable about my
community, too.

Chris Tesoriero, 25

Scarborough Market Specialist
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Millennials Drop a Pin in Heavily Hispanic Markets
Targeting Millennials where they live ensures that your message is being heard.

Top
Markets
Millennials
represent 34%
more of the
adult
population of
Bakersfield, CA
than in
measured
markets overall.

Least Likely
Markets

The Millennial
population in
Fort Myers, FL is
25% lower than
in measured
markets overall.

Index

134

Designated Market Areas (DMATM*)

Bakersfield, CA

131

El Paso, TX

130

Salt Lake City, UT

126

Harlingen, TX

121

Fresno, CA

75

Fort Myers, FL

81

Tampa, FL

83

West Palm Beach, FL

88

Harrisburg, PA

91

Toledo, OH

Millennials are
most heavily
concentrated in
southern and
western cities
that have large
Hispanic
populations.

*A registered trademark of The Nielsen Company.
Scarborough USA+ Study, Release 1, 2012-Scarborough/GfK MRI Attitudinal Insights Data / Compared to the 77 markets measured by Scarborough
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Millennials Are Totes Proud of Their Heritage
Millennials are more likely than any other generation to have diverse ethnic and racial
backgrounds; 43 percent of Millennials identify as a race or ethnicity other than white as
compared with 38 percent of Generation X* and 26 percent of Baby Boomers*.
Millennials
Race/Ethnicity

Non-Hispanic
White
Black/African American
Asian/Other
Hispanic

Generation X*
Race/Ethnicity

Baby Boomers*
Race/Ethnicity

% of Pop

Index

% of Pop

Index

% of Pop

Index

57%
13%
9%
21%

83
119
150
149

62%
11%
7%
20%

89
104
122
139

74%
11%
5%
10%

107
102
82
72

43%

My
cultural/ethnic
heritage is an
important part of
who I am:

Millennials are 49%
more likely than all
generations to
identify as Hispanic.

62% of Millennials
Agree**

*Scarborough defines the different American generations as Millennials (age 18-29), Generation X (30-44), Baby Boomers (45-64) and the Silent Generation (65+).

**Completely or Somewhat / Scarborough USA+ Study, Release 1, 2012-Scarborough/GfK MRI Attitudinal Insights Data
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AOL debuted chat rooms in the mid-1990s when the oldest
Millennials were just 10 years old. They are the first generation to
be raised with constant access to digital networking. Today,
Millennials spend just over 82 minutes a day on social
networking activities – 32 minutes longer per day than the
average adult. It is an ingrained part of their lives that has
become even more prevalent with the continued
advancements in wireless technology.

Scarborough USA+ Study, Release 1, 2012-Scarborough/GfK MRI Attitudinal Insights Data
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Scarborough Millennials: Just Sayin’
I get all of my news from social
media. The first thing I do in the
morning to stay informed is check my
Instagram, Twitter and Facebook to
see what’s going on in the world.

Roberto Rivera, 27
Scarborough Junior
Market Specialist

I know a news story is important if it is
trending on Facebook or Twitter. I get
most of my news by reading blogs or
clicking through stories that I see my
friends have also read on different
social media platforms.

Kelsey Wahl, 25

Scarborough Marketing Assistant
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Millennials Are Crazy Social
In the past 30 days, Millennials…

Index

60% Visited a Friend’s Profile/Page

155

52% Commented on a Friend’s Post

164

49% Updated Their Status

209

48% Sent a Message or Email

149

41% Posted Picture(s)

181

39% Posted that They "Like" Something

176

39% Watched a Video

187

35% Updated Their Profile

211

24% Used IM

216

17% Followed or Became a “Fan" of Something/Someone

192

Millennials are more
than twice as likely as
all U.S. adults to have
updated their status in
the past 30 days.

*Completely or Somewhat / Scarborough USA+ Study, Release 1, 2012-Scarborough/GfK MRI Attitudinal Insights Data

I would feel
disconnected
without the internet:
63% of Millennials
Agree*
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Millennials Want Their Tech to Have Gangnam Style
It is evident that Millennials have grown up in a time of rapid technological advancement as they are
much more likely than all generations to live in households that own the latest in new technology or
plan to purchase new gadgets in the coming year.

Currently
Owns

Index

Plans
to Buy

Index

High-Definition Television (HDTV)

73%

101

8%

130

Smartphone

61%

146

10%

148

Video Game System

56%

148

5%

178

MP3 Player

52%

148

4%

185

41%

92

3%

157

Blu-ray Disc Player

26%

131

8%

176

Satellite TV Subscription

25%

90

2%

160

Tablet PC

17%

111

11%

150

11%

101

5%

140

9%

186

1%

153

4%

124

2%

184

(BlackBerry, Droid, iPhone, etc.)

(iPod, Zune, etc.)

Digital Video Recorder

eReader

(TiVo, etc.)

(iPad, Galaxy, Xoom, etc.)

(Kindle, Sony Reader, etc.)

Satellite Radio
HD Radio

(Sirius XM)

Millennials are 31%
more likely than all
adults to live in a
household that owns a
Blu-ray disc player.

*Completely or Somewhat / Scarborough USA+ Study, Release 1, 2012-Scarborough/GfK MRI Attitudinal Insights Data
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I want others to say
"wow" when they
see my electronics:
37% of Millennials
Agree*
Index 153

Millennials Are Mobile. So Call Them, Maybe.
Millennials are the first generation for whom mobile phones have always been a part of life.

% of
Millennial
Cell Phone Index
Users

Text Messaging

90%

131

Email

55%

153

51%

190

Maps/GPS Navigation

48%

163

Search

48%

166

Music (listen or download)

47%

194

News/Weather/Traffic

47%

161

Games

43%

180

Watch Video Clips

33%

201

Banking

30%

191

Social Networking

(Facebook, Twitter, etc.)

(Google, Yahoo!, etc.)

(play or download)

Index is to Total Cell Phone Users / Scarborough USA+ Study, 2012 Release 1 Current

Millennial cell
phone users are
twice as likely as all
cell phone users to
watch video clips on
their smartphones.
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Partially due to their lifelong ease of access to information,
Millennials are the first American generation to expect news
and current events to come to them. Though Millennials will
thoroughly investigate stories that interest them, they expect
news outlets to first reach out to them. When asked how they
found out about recent major news events like the killing of
Osama bin Laden, the organization of the Occupy movement
or the reelection of President Obama, every Scarborough
Millennial responded identically – social media.
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Scarborough Millennials: Just Sayin’
If something important enough is
happening, it’s going to find me. I have
found out about every important news
event this year via social media. I’ll
usually search for more information on
newspaper websites afterwards, but it
always starts with social.

Dana Furrevig, 21
Scarborough Intern
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Millennials Expect News to Hit Them Up
By leading with your recognizable brand instead of putting emphasis on platform, you can reach Millennial
audiences in a way that resonates most with the ways in which they already consume news.

52%
34%

30%

Millennials are 53% more
likely than all U.S. adults
to feel that social
networking websites are
very important for finding
information about news
or other current events.

28%
18%

read a
newspaper in
the past week
(print or eedition)

used the
internet for
local news

(past 30 days)
Index 118

used the
internet for
national news
(past 30 days)

visited a
newspaper
website
(past 30 days)

used a mobile
device to read
a newspaper
(past 30 days)
Index 156

Newspaper Consumption
Scarborough USA+ Study, Release 1, 2012-Scarborough/GfK MRI Attitudinal Insights Data
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Scarborough Millennials: Just Sayin’
I listen to the radio while I get ready in
the morning because it allows me to
multi-task. Once I get to work, I search
for any stories I heard about online so
I can read more about them.

Bridget Weis, 28

Scarborough Client Service Representative
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Millennials Got the Moves Like Jagger
Millennials are very engaged in listening to music and, as with all media, the device or platform does not matter
in terms of reaching this audience.

Music Listening

Radio Formats

Twice as likely as all adults to have used the
internet to download music in the past 30 days

52% Pop Contemporary Hit Radio

28% listened to internet radio Index 186
(Pandora, iHeart, etc)

30% Rhythmic Contemporary Hit Radio Index 251

26% visited a radio station website Index 144

27% Country Index 115

17% listened to a local radio station
online Index 151

23% Hot AC Index 142

27% watched MTV in the past 7 days Index 231

22% Adult Contemporary

Music Listening

Radio Formats
Listened to past 7 days
Millennials are more than twice
as likely as all U.S. adults to have
watched MTV in the past week.

Scarborough USA+ Study, Release 1, 2012
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Index 213

Scarborough Millennials: Just Sayin’
I’m too used to having portable media
to commit to a television programming
schedule. I watch current television
shows, but I don’t need to do it from
home on someone else’s schedule. The
easier a show is to access from multiple
devices, the more likely I am to watch it.

Haley Dercher, 27
Scarborough Marketing
& Public Relations Manager
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TV Time Slots? Millennials Aren’t Feelin’ It.

Millennials are nearly twice as likely as all U.S. adults to watch or download TV programs online and more
than half of them subscribe to cable. When advertising to this consumer through television, make digital
media a part of your marketing mix.
35% visited a broadcast TV website Index 117

55%

ABC

41% own a DVR

48%

CBS

30% used Video on Demand in the
past 30 days Index 118

39%

NBC

25% use VOD for TV shows Index 125

18%

CW

Television Viewing

Millennials are 18%
more likely than all U.S.
adults to have used
VOD in the past 30 days.

57%

FOX

27% watched or downloaded TV
programs online Index 196

Broadcast Networks

ESPN

28%

History

26%

Discovery
Channel

26%

TBS

25%

Watched
past 7 days

Cable Networks

Scarborough USA+ Study, 2012 Release 1 Total

Watched
past 7 days
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OMG – does your medium reach the first digital generation? The
insights within this complimentary study only scratch the surface
when it comes to understanding the illusive Millennial generation.
In addition to the details featured here, Scarborough’s
measurements include further Millennial insights such as: attitudes
toward advertising and shopping, restaurant and fast food habits,
interest in sports, financial information, beverage consumption
and much more. Understanding Millennials helps marketers,
advertisers and content creators anticipate the needs and
preferences of their next generation of loyal consumers. Word.
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Say What?
A glossary of Millennial terms used throughout this study.

OMG – “Oh my gosh!” Used by Millennials to express disbelief.
Do it Up – To do something with purpose. To be serious or motivated in one’s efforts.
Just Sayin’ – A phrase Millennials use to show they are stating their own opinion, not a fact.
Drop a Pin – When a Millennial wants their friends to meet at a location not familiar to the group, they will

place a digital pin in a Google map and text said map to the group of friends. The GPS system in most
smartphones will take the received map, identify the user’s current location, and then plot directions to the
pinned point of interest.

Totes – An abbreviation of the word “totally.” Often rhymed in the nonsensical phrase “totes magoats”, a
line uttered by Paul Rudd’s socially awkward character in the 2009 movie “I Love You, Man.”

Crazy – Used as a modifier, “crazy” means “very” or “many.”
Gangnam Style – A single released by the South Korean pop artist PSY, the music video has been viewed

over 720 million times on YouTube as of November 2012, making it the second most watched YouTube video
ever.

Call Them, Maybe – A reference to Carly Rae Jepsen’s hit song “Call Me Maybe.” With worldwide sales of

over 10 million copies, "Call Me Maybe“ is one of the best-selling digital singles of all time.

Hit Them Up – “Hit me up some time” is a phrase Millennials use to mean “contact me.”
Moves Like Jagger – Title of a song by American pop rock band Maroon 5, featuring Christina Aguilera. All

generations can agree, no one is cooler than Mick Jagger.

Not Feelin’ It – A phrase meant to express disinterest or disapproval.
Word. – A word Millennials use to mean “the truth was spoken.”
Say What? – “Please explain it to me.”
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About This Report and Scarborough
About Scarborough
Scarborough (info@scarborough.com) measures American life. Our consumer insights reflect shopping
patterns, media usage across platforms and lifestyle trends for adults. Media professionals and marketers
use Scarborough insights to make smarter marketing/business decisions on things like ad placement,
multicultural targeting, and sponsorship opportunities. The company's core syndicated consumer insight
studies in 77 Top‐Tier Markets, its Multi‐Market Study and its national USA+ Study are Media Rating Council
(MRC) accredited. Other products and services include Scarborough Mid‐Tier Local Market Studies,
Hispanic Studies and Custom Research Solutions. Scarborough measures 2,000 consumer categories and
serves a broad client base that includes marketers, advertising agencies, print and electronic media
(broadcast and cable television, radio stations), sports teams and leagues and out‐of‐home media
companies. Surveying more than 210,000 adults annually, Scarborough is a joint venture between Arbitron
Inc. and The Nielsen Company.
About Scarborough Methodologies
Scarborough employs a two-phase methodology to collect consumer information: a telephone interview
(which measures newspaper, radio, and local media website usage and demographics) followed by a
mailed, self-administered consumer booklet and seven-day television diary. Scarborough is in-field
collecting data 44 weeks of the calendar year to even-out any marketplace disruptions or seasonality
issues. Data is released to Scarborough clients twice per year. Scarborough’s annual sample size is 210,000
adults nationally.
Contact
Members of the Press: Haley Dercher, hdercher@scarborough.com, 646-654-8426
All Others: Brad Sherer, brad.sherer@scarborough.com, 480-659-7395
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